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As a European co'nferenc interpreter, I am very 
grateful to this meeting for teaching me the value of 

- community interpreting and cultural mediation. In fact, I 
had rny first experience of it at breakfast before the 
conférence started when I asked for my f r i e d  eggs. I was 
asked whether I wanted them 'easy over' or 'sunny side up' 
and without the presence of my Canadian cultura1 mediator my 
breakfast would have been irreparably scrarnbled. 

Let me statt off by saying with my colleagues that I 
am tired of severa1 commonplaces about interpreting, as I am 
tired of hearing that interpreting cannot be taught. I am 
tired of hearing that language teaching has nothing tu do 
with interpretation - language is after al1 the 
interpreterls instrument in the way that a chisel is a 
sculptor's instrument and he has to learn to manipulate, to 
wield his instrument correctly. I am also tired of hearing, 
though the cognitive psychology schuol has never been 
responsible for this, that theory and practice of 
interpretation afe mutually antagonistic. My own approach Is 
a linguistic approach, but it i+ a linguistic approach to 
interpretation £or the training of working interpreters, it 
is not an approach for the dissemination of interpreting 
theories, but it is specifically designed for the- training 
of  working interpreters, 

One or two basic premises: I work as a conference 
interpreter, I shall be dealing with simultaneous 
interpretation, simultaneous in our traditima1 acceptance 
of the term, which is of course simultaneous in the booth 
with headphones and a mlcrophone, though I arn absolutely 
convinced that what I am going t o  say is equally relevant to 
the process whilch I have heaxd described as simltaneous 
over the past f e w  days, but which we in Euxope generally 
deseribe with the French term "chuchotage". Waal I am going 
to say is relevant for both types of interpreting and I 
have,fn fact, been vsry pleasantly surprised by the 
dlscovery of the extent to which our objectives are 



identica1 whatever type o£ interpretation we use, oux type 
o f slmultaneoua, chuchotage , consecutive, lega1 
interpretation, community interpretation, Fundamentally our 
objectivec are the same, 

What then are my credentials for proposing a teaching 
methodology for interpretation in the developing world? I 
have considerable experience of teaching, the teaching of 
sttidents, to work into English when English is not their 
mother tongue. That is my basic point. My basic methodology 
is that of proposing a series of structures within which 
someone whose mother tongue ia not English may feel safe in 
translating into English. When I thought of this paper, I 
was thinking in terms of conference interpreting and the 
reality of conference interpreting, in Africa, for example, 
is generally English-French, French-English, possibly with 
the additìon of Spanish and Portuguese. Therefoxe  1 should 
be thinking in terms of an approach to simultaneous 
translation into English from one of the Romance languages, 
There is no cultura1 imperialism In this. I just happen to 
be an English interpreter, I work into English, I teach 
people who are not English to work into English, though 
somebody else would equally well defiver the same speech 
talking about interpreting into French, into Spanish, into 
Portuguese, from one of the other languages. 

There is a kind of dichotomy between professional 
activity and teaching activity because, as a professional 
interpreter, like most professional conference interpreters 
in Europe, I da work into my own language but, as a teacher 
af interpretation at the University of Trieste, I am- 
teaching people to work into a language which is not their 
own. This Is, therefore, the cardinal point of methodology 
which I would Iike to propose. 

I am astonished by the identity of views between what 
Professor Newmark said about translation and what I feel 
about interpreting, that our objectives are identical; we 
require clarity, brevity, good structure and ready 
accessibility to a busy audience. I am simply quoting 
Professor Newmark to indicate the identity of views we have 
on this point. 

One point I am going to make is that I do insfst on 
the absolute correctness of gxammar and syntax in the target 
language. Thfs is a point of view which may be contested but 
is something which I feel very strong about. One of the 
examples I wilP give you will be correct tense usage and I 
am thinking of translations from the Rornance languages where 
the present perfect is used to convey any action which has 



taken place recently. If this fs translated into an EngZish 
past tense, if somebody says to me translating from ane of 
the Romance languages "Were you in Rome?", then my English 
ear which is used to a past tense will conclude "Were you in 
Rome on a specific occasion, for a specific purpose?". That 
incorrect tense usage will create a sense of bewflderment 
from having missed something when everybody else was in Rome 
at the time, I do feel that that tense mistake is actually 
falsifying the information content - which is a point I: 
shall be coming back to again. I am going to be talking 
quite a lot about syntax in this sense. My psoposal is, in 
fact , a series of exercises to assist interpceters working 
from one of the Bomance Ianguages into English, to assist 
them to transform language structures in the source language 
into acceptable language structures in the target language, 
I am not going to be dealing with phonology, nor with 
lexical items, they have been amply dealt with elsewhere, 
but the particular point, the point I intend to dwell on. 
perhaps more than others is the question of syntax because I 
feel that correct grammar, correct syntax are esseptial for 
the conveying of meaning (as with the exampfe 1 have just 
quoted), and I want to illustrate the type of exercises 
which I ask my students to come up with to assist them in 
the transformation of language structures from one language 
into another, As I said here I am quoting the Romance 
languages into English because that just happens to be the 
field in which I work. Someone else working fsom another 
language, and the other language need not even be a world 
language, it could be a local language, could still, I feel, 
ta#e some ideas from this particular approach. 

Let me give you an example, another example using verb 
tenses, not quite the same example, but you know that the 
Bomance languages, as I said, will use a present perfect to 
describe an event which has taken place recently, whereas in 
English a paat tense is required when any time adverb comes 
out. If I hear, for example, someone speaking in French and 
saying 'le premier ministre a rencontré,..' and I hear in 
French a time adverb at the end of the sentence and I have 
already used 'the Prime Minister has met...', I have the 
choice o£ producing a grammatically incorrect sentence bp 
saging "The Pr ime  Minfster has met a delegation from the 
United Statea gesterdaya. ' ~ h e  fact  is that P t  ks 
grammaticafly incorrect although in this case it does not 
imterfere wiéh the flow of meaning. But the stmultanreous 
Pnterpreter wosking under presaure of time has ts f ind  
technigues, devfces, exgedients t o  avoid tbat, I would have 
thought that èhe éhing to do undes thoae circuarastanees would 
be t o  introduce a separate sentence: 'The Prime Minister has 
met the foseign seeretary yesterdayg is an incorrect 



sentence, but 'The Prime Minister has met the Foreign 
Secretary, YesterdayaY are in fact two perfectly correct, 
two perfectly acceptable forms. My own choice of 
m.anipulating a Romance Ianguage structure into correct 
English tenses would be the repetitiun of  the moda1 
verbztThe Prime Minister has met tbe Foreigra Secretary and 
d i d  so yesterday,', which seems ta me to save both the 
grammatica1 correctness and to convey the information. 

Other structures which are particularly tharacteristic 
of Ramance languages are my mafn theme, that is transforning 
structures characteristic of a source language -Snto 
structures charactesistic of a target language. A Romance 
language wilE frequently begin a aentence with a preposition 
and a noun. This is sornething we rare17 do in English, ve 
like sentences beginning witk nuuns. For instance, talking 
about this meeting, if I hear in French 'des résultats de 
cette confexence jaillirant idées nouve91est then of course 
the preposition w i l f  not be the same une at aff, it w i l l  be 
a 'Prom' , And I would have thought that this kind of 
structure 5s something wfth which students need practice. In 
the f i r s t  case I woirld suggest that che students learn to 
begin a aentence with a noun, leaving out the preposition, 
and then altering the verb, Instead of saying 'upun the 
results of this conference the date of the next one 
dependa7, I propose, 'the results o£ this conference will 
determine tbe date of the nexc one", Instead of saying " 
from thé resufts of this conference new ideas aill apring", 
'this conference will see the emergente, the birth o£ new 
ideas". "ha Li what I mean by transformation of structures 
in that way, It woufd be posaible of course t o  begirf:an 
Englksh sentence with a prepos i t ion  structure and sap "upon 
the results af this conference. ,," but that would be an 
automatic change in language register and would confer 
unnecessary solemnity on the uccasion and the Iisteaer would 
be expecting to hear sornething l i k e  "upon the results of 
t h i s  conference will degend the fate sf humanityw. 1 shall 
return to language regis te r  later. Something else which I 
have t fnsist on in a wholé series of exercfses is the 
Rornance language preferenco for impersona1 structurea - "on 
dit", "ai fa", There are perfect ways of transforming these 
structures inlo English, H suggest that  any Spanish- 
apaaking, Prench-sgeaking interpre~er whe regularly opens 
sentences in hPs Englisb verslon with "on3 saysw, ' 5  is 
done", Sa not examfning his o r  her target ianguage 
strtacturies carePziJ.2.y enough, because the target language 
grovides structures that render the repetltion of Pmpersonal 
structures urrnecessary. Instead of aaying " on diè qtte le 
prernier ministre es t  morte, a preferable structure w o ~ l d  
surekp be "the Prime Minister fs reported t o  have diéd*. 1 
gfwe exescises ten0iwg eowards d r i l h  in th i s  gartictxiar form 



of language transformation, quite speciffcaliy to wean the 
s tudent away from the language struc tures charac teris tic o£ 
a source lapguage and familiarise him with the language 
structures characteristic of the target language. My 
colleague spoke about language interference primarily at a 
level  of lexical items, my own experience is that language 
interference fs equally stsong strong in questions of 
syntax and this seerns to me to be the level at which it has 
to be ironed out with a series of axercises, with a series 
of d r i f f s  of this kind, 

Other aspects of the same process, the transformation 
of  structures characteristic of a source language i n t u  forms 
acceptable in a target language include more csmplicated 
semantic aspects, Particuiarly i n  teaching students whose 
rnother tongue is not English, I do insist on very great. 
simplfcity, on the unadorned use of the language, on the 
transformation of poetry, as it were, into prose, because I 
feel that anyone who is working into a language which is not 
h i s  own, which i s  not her own, should be very very careful 
about the very specific form of words or phrases that they 
choose because any alteration in form can tip the balance of 
language register and render something ridiculous . For 
example, if I hear from Spanish "perrltos c a l i e n t e s " ,  I am 
suggesting that the translation "a sausage sandwich" or a 
"sausage r o l l " ,  though an imperfect transiation because they 
are not the same objects at ail, is a b a s i c a l l y  effective 
and meaningful renditiun of the origina1 Spanish term, 
whereas any attempt to recreate the original  whlch were not 
absolutely perfect frum a linguistic ps int  of view, would be 
unacceptable. I would much rather hear that my colleague had 
eaten a "sausage sandwich" than that he had eaten a "warm 
dog", Obviously where exact equivalents do exisg it is not 
only possible but advisable to use them, There ase plenty of 
expressions where there are exact equivalents in the source 
language and target fanguage, "Two birds with one stone" has 
exact  equuivalents in Spanish and French, "dos liebree con 
un tiro", "deux coups d'une seule pierre* ,  There are other 
occasions though where they will not be so readily 
available. I was thinking in that pasticular instance of 
Italian. For example , the English idiomatic expressiun " tu 
take coal ta Nencastle" which 3s readily available at al1 
language and cultura1 levels in British English, has an 
Italian equivalent which is sumething terribly learned, it 
means "taking vasi to Samos" which most of us who have no 
PhD in classica1 Greek would be absolutely bewildered ab~ut. 
So, though the meaning equivalent does e x i s t  in the othex. 
language, it involves such a change, such a distortion of 
language register and ready accessibility to a busy audience 
that I would suggest some alternative £orm of expressfon 
'would be absolutely neeessarp. 



I have spoken brie f ly  about syntax , transformation of 
syntax from the source language inta tbe target language, I 
have spoken br ie f ly  about the transformation of figuracive 
speech from the soarce language into the target language, I 
afso feel that it is necessary to train students in the 
ateempt to produce clear, unadorned, readily comprehensible 
Engiish to enabfe them to transform rhetorical style from 
the source language into  the target language. For example, 
the first morning of this conference I heard someone at the 
microphone, someone whose native language was Spanish, 
saying tu you "I invite you and urge you to do something". 
Now, this is a rhetorical style characterisric of the 
Romance languages in which repetiti~n is used to underline, 
repetitiori is used for effectivness, whereas British 
rhetorical style w i l l  tend to underplay rather than to 
overplay and a British speaker would have simply used one 
verb there instead of using a weaker verb first and then 
following it up by a stronger one. So 1 do encourage rny 
students t o  do exercises of this kind in which they 
transform two verbs,  two adjectives, two expressions from a 
Romance language into a single one in Englieh. Italian is 
particularly guilty in this way in as much as it: uses an 
awful lot of adjectives, adjectives with an identica1 
meaning. An Italian wishing to say that something is large 
w i L 1  say "grande e grosso" whereas the expression "big and 
large" is a stylisticaliy inadmissable tautology in 
Engfish. So it will have to be traneforrned into one sfngle 
adjective, "cnormous", for example. So, this practfce of 
taking two adjectives or three adjectives from a Romance 
ianguage encouraging students to transforrn them into one 
single adjeetive in the target language seems to me a most 
important exercise as well, 

The final point which I would like to make abou.1: 
transformation is the question sf fanguage register which I 
feeI is particularly important for people who are working 
out of their rnother tongue. Qne does not have, in onets 
fareign language, the same comrnand of a l l  the delicate 
shapings o£ langurage regiater t ha t  one has in une's mother 
toague. So 1 make it . perfectly clear to my students that 1 
am asklng them to use a rather restricteà range of Panguage 
r e g i s t e r s .  I divide language register into colloquial, 
%orma% and solemn. Depending on the tgpe of register chosen, 
tke prepositfsn w i l l  be chosen accordfngiy, For example, "in 
f r ~ n t  O£'' 3s acceptabie f o r  a forma1 register whereas for 
the aolzmn register onr? would use "before*: "I atopped in 
frtrnt of the shupt3but  " I bowed before the Queenn. That 
kind oE use of language register also involves some very 
cheap taitks. If you wish to impress someone with the 
solemnity of what you aro saying you change every 'on' into 
an 'rrpon' and there the roatter ends. It is* not quite as 
frivolous as that, bar these are some of the exercises which 



I g ive  my students in an attempt ta transform ctructures 
frum the soutce langazage into the target language which I 
feel Ps the most imporzant exercise for al1 people working 
into a language of whose implications, ramifications they 
are in incomplete con t ro l .  Why do I propose t h i s  kind u f  
linguistic appraach for interpreting in the developing 
world? I take it that developing world intespreters wblf be 
working into one of the world languages, I take it that they 
wiL1 be wishing to express themselves with abso lute  clarity, 
that they will not wish tu irritate their listeners with 
slips from one language register into another , with an 
incorxect use of particular formulae. Bathos, tbe Literary 
figure involving a s l i p  from an elevated language register 
down to a much lower one, is the cardina l  sin of a 
conference interpreter, it is sornerhing which he can never 
never allow himself and for that reassn I suggest to my 
students this series of linguistic exercises to reach the 
objective of the successful conference interpreter which are 
surely thosa of targeting a patticular type of language onto 
a particular type of audfence. 

Let me just quote, to conclude, an experfence 
recounted t o  me by Professar Denfsenko from the Universlty 
of Moscow. He said that at the United Nations, a Russian 
delegate made a speech in which he said that things were in 
a dreadful s t a t e  in the Sov ie t  Union and that nothing was 
going right.  Ris interpreter was a cultured Briton who had 
been through University and had read his "Ramlet" and he 
translated "something is rotten in the State of Denmark" 
whereupon the Danish ambassador stood up and left the room. 
The interpreter had f a i l e d  to conjugate language register 
and audience requirement correctly. L e t  that be a lesson ta 
us a l l a  




